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Project Goal
Improve and increase communication and interaction among the five
sections of OCRM - Permitting, Planning and Certification, Charleston Harbor
Project, Legal, and Enforcement located in three separate OCRM offices by
effectively increasing interaction between staff members, by becoming proactive
rather than reactive on issues and projects, and by reviewing projects on an on-going
basis by all relevant sections and staff in all stages of a project's life. Implement
processes by FY 98-99. To measure project success, follow up with two six month
surveys for all staff--one at six months, another at one year.
Christopher L. Brooks
Bureau Chief
October 15, 1997
Date
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Problem Statement
GCRM has grown by leaps and bounds over the past 15 years. As a
result, the agency has developed into five very distinct and separate sections -
Permitting, Planning and Certification, Charleston Harbor Project, Legal, and
Enforcement. The agency has gone from a small group of 15-20 people in one office
who knew what was going on all the time everywhere on the coast to an agency with
60 staff members and three offices along the coast of South Carolina. Additionally,
laws and rules and regulations have changed over the years regarding regulation of
projects on the coast as well as management of our beaches.
Communication and interaction are both a problem. With GCRM staff
located in three offices in three regions of the coast (Charleston, Beaufort, and Myrtle
Beach), information is not being disseminated to all staff members in an effective
manner. Interaction between staff members is often to resolve a problem resulting
from a lack of interaction prior to decisions being made on a project. We need to
again become proactive and not reactive.
As an example, currently the Planning/Certification staff may review a
project for stormwater management with no regard to the permitting requirements of
the Permitting staff. The Permitting staff may not discover what the
Planning/Certification staff has done until they meet with an applicant regarding a
permit only to find that actions of the Planning staff are consistent with Planning
requirements, but not consistent with the direct permitting requirements.
Interaction between the five sections would allow on-going projects to be
initially reviewed by the relevant sections rather than each section reviewing
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individually without input from any other section. This will be a time saving measure
for the public and would bring the views, concerns, and requirements of the individual
sections together to review projects at one time. When a certification project such as
stormwater management requiring an engineer to certify also involves alteration of a
critical area, permitting's biologists would be aware of and able to review the project
at the same time. It would also allow the legal section to view the project from the
beginning and be aware of any possible legal problems that could arise later.
Hopefully this would alleviate some of the legal problems and appeals.
Because Excellence in Customer Service is a major goal of the agency,
each and every section and employee has a vested interest in all projects whether it
is direct or indirect. Because of a lack of communication and interaction between
sections, mistakes are being made and projects are delayed. Improving this
communication and interaction would benefit the public and the staff. Staff would not
only have the knowledge and satisfaction of a job well done, but our goal to deliver
excellent customer service would be obtained.
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CPM Project Plan - Communication
STEP 1
Staff Survey
(November, 1997)
"
STEP 2
Review and Compile Results
(November/December, 1997)
"
STEP 3
Develop/Refine Procedures
to be Used
(January-March, 1998)
,,
STEP 4
Implement New
Procedures
(July, 1998)
,,
STEP 5
Six month Review/Follow-up
(December, 1998)
,.
STEP 6
Fine Tune/Implement
(December, 1998)
,
STEP 7
One Year Review/Follow-up
(July, 1999)
~,
Step 8
Fine Tune/lmplement
(July, 1999)
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IMPROVING OFFICE COMMUNICATION
INTRODUCTION
Continued, open communication should be the goal of employees when
presented with issues and projects. What exactly is communication? Basically it is
defined as the exchange of thoughts, messages, or information. In the past few years,
employees of the Office of Ocean and Coastal Resource Management (OCRM) have
complained that a lack of communication is a major hurdle in performing their job--both
the lack of adequate communication between the various offices (Beaufort, Myrtle
Beach, and Charleston) and the lack of adequate communication between the different
sections within OCRM. These employees also strongly felt that this lack of
communication adversely affected the office's ability to deliver outstanding customer
service.
STUDY AREAS
To define this need in greater detail, a questionnaire had to be developed
that would address all aspects of office communication and be specific as to which staff,
by category, completed each questionnaire. In addition to asking each employee their
thoughts on the adequacy of current office communication, the survey asked what they
thought could be done to improve communication and where they saw or experienced
the most problems.
The Office of Ocean and Coastal Resource Management's offices in
Charleston, Beaufort, and Myrtle Beach comprised the study area. Surveys were
,
distributed to all staff and they were asked to complete and return them within a two-
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week period. Surveys were anonymous with the exception of a breakdown of job
categories (management, technical, administrative, supervisory).
SURVEY DATA ANALYSIS
Initial survey data analysis consisted of compiling answers to the questions
first by category and then totaling the numbers as a whole. The various comments
from staff members were also listed by job category.
A copy of the Communications Survey Form is included as Tab 5 in this
report. Staff members were asked to rate their responses to specific questions relating
to the adequacy of communications and the effectiveness of suggested improvements
for better communication. Staff were instructed to rate their responses on a scale from
best to worst.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Seventy one percent (71 %) of all staff rated the adequacy of communication
between the Charleston office and the Beaufort and Myrtle Beach offices as a three or
less, with five being the best. Sixty one percent (61 %) rated communication between
sections within GCRM as a three or less, with five being the best. In both cases, a clear
majority felt that communication is inadequate. Why? There is no formal mechanism
for communication and there is no liaison between the various sections. This translates
into site meetings where only one section may be represented, but others should have
been; public hearings that other sections were not aware of, but should have been
included to allow for a joint hearing; on-going projects where one section is looking at
one issue, but the projects involves other sections, other issues; and no follow-up or
2
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follow-through with involved staff when "their" projects are appealed to the courts.
Eighty nine percent (89%) of the staff felt that a lack of adequate communication
adversely affected their job performance. So what specifically needs to be
communicated? Information on public meetings and hearings, on-going projects and
project updates, legal updates, and administration information.
Specific comments regarding the problems with communication were similar
from employee category to employee category and were similar within job types (i.e.,
technical, supervisory, administrative, management). One of the most recurring
comments dealt with a lack of adequate communication and coordination between the
Permitting and Certification staffs even though these sections are physically located
down the hall from each other. Several employees felt there was a problem with
information flow from the top.
The staff defined through the survey what they thought needed to be
communicated on an on-going basis: (a) changes in State and agency policy, (b)
training opportunities, meetings, and conferences, (c) events and findings in coastal
management practices, and (d) significant permits, certifications, and appeals in the
program. Measurement of the success of communication will be easily measured by
having this comprehensive list of communication needs.
The survey requested not only information concerning the employee's
perspective on office communications, but also solicited suggestions on what form of
communications improvements would be useful to alleviate what they viewed as a
problem. Thirty six percent (36%) of the staff believed that a comprehensive newsletter
would be beneficial to distribute information. Forty five percent (45%) of the staff felt e-
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mail should be utilized to spread information. Forty five percent (45%) of the staff
thought meetings would be an effective way to disseminate information. (Percentages
total over 100% as some employees checked more than one method of disseminating
information.) Other ways suggested by individual employees included: (a) brief reports
(one respondent); (b) memos (two respondents); (c) weekly list of projects listing
location and project manager (one respondent); (d) updates on the computer for each
section (one respondent); (e) daily computer schedule (calendar) of staff and meetings
(one respondent); and one person suggested that people get into the habit of asking
themselves the question "What do I know that other people need or would want to
know?" and put this information out in some form.
Even though forty five percent (45%) of the staff felt meetings would be
useful, they wanted an agenda and a regular meeting schedule. These staff wanted a
structured meeting, not a "meeting just to meet". Regularly scheduled meetings (i.e.,
first Monday of the month) would allow staff to put these dates on their calendars and
have the information available that should be presented to the staff. It was also felt that
Permitting staff representatives should attend the weekly Certification staff meetings
and Certification staff representatives should attend the weekly Permitting Section
meetings. These staff members could report back to their respective staff group
relaying information on projects the other section is working on that may be of interest
or have an impact beyond the one section. It was also suggested that someone from
the Legal Section attend both the Permitting and Certification Section meetings.
To develop a standard agenda for regular monthly full staff meetings,
comments were solicited from the Management staff group. This group consists of the
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Planning Director, Permitting Director, Public Information Director, Office Manager,
Charleston Harbor Project Director, staff Legal Counsel, and Enforcement Director.
This group, which meets once a week, was asked to review a draft standard meeting
agenda and make suggestions (Tab 7). A proposed format for an in-house newsletter
was also discussed with this same group (Tab 8).
Forty five percent (45%) of the staff suggested expanded e-mail usage as
an effective way to distribute information. When questioned further regarding this
particular issue, the majority felt that e-mail would be an effective way to distribute the
weekly newsletter. Additionally, e-mail would be a way for each section to advise the
newsletter editor of the projects, issues, etc., from that particular section. This would
consolidate the information and not overly consume staff time and energy. Below are
survey results for all staff sections.
Survey Results - Total all Sections
1 2 3 4 5
Question #1: On a scale of 1 to 5 with 5 being the
best, how would you rate communication between 1 8 16 9 1
OCRM's field offices and main office?
Question #2: On a scale of 1 to 5 with 5 being the
best, how would you rate communication between 3 6 13 12 2
the various sections of OCRM?
A B C
Question #3: As a general rule, do you learn of actions in (a) a
timely fashion; (b) sometimes after the fact; (c) always after the 9 25 2
fact.
Question #4: Does a lack of communication (a) sometimes affect
your job performance; (b) significantly adversely affect your job 25 7 4
performance; (c) has no effect.
Question #5: Would increased communication/interaction
between the various sections and offices (a) be beneficial to your 27 4 4
job performance; (b) have a little effect on your job performance;
(c) greatly affect your job performance.
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Methods: Newsletters E-Mail Meetinas Other
Question #6: What methods
would you like to see used to Brief Reports-1
disseminate information (i.e. , 16 20 20 Memos - 2
newsletter, e-mail, meetings,
etc.)?
A B C
Question #7: Would a comprehensive in-house newsletter that
incorporates news from each section and office published weekly 24 9 3
(a) be beneficial to your job performance; (b) have little effect on
your job performance; (c) greatly affect your job performance.
Question #8: Would expanded e-mail usage (a) be beneficial to
your job performance; (b) have little effect on your job 19 13 2
performance; (c) great affect your job performance.
I Yes I No
Question #9: Would some type meetinq be beneficial to you? I 26 I 20
A B C
Question #10: If yes, what type meeting? (a) full staff meetings;
(b) section managers from various sections/offices meeting. 14 17 0
Question #11: If yes, how often? (a) monthly; (b) twice monthly;
(c) weekly. 19 4 4
COMPARISON BY SUBGROUPS OF THE SURVEY
Following is the survey data, by subgroup. Full survey data, with staff
comments, can be found in Tab 6.
Administrative Staff
1 2 3 4 5
Question #1: On a scale of 1 to 5 with 5 being the
best, how would you rate communication between 0 5 4 2 0
OCRM's field offices and main office?
Question #2: On a scale of 1 to 5 with 5 being the
best, how would you rate communication between 0 4 3 4 0
the various sections of OCRM?
A B C
Question #3: As a general rule, do you learn of actions in (a) a
timely fashion; (b) sometimes after the fact; (c) always after the 1 9 1
fact.
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Question #4: Does a lack of communication (a) sometimes affect
your job performance; (b) significantly adversely affect your job 8 1 2
performance; (c) has no effect.
Question #5: Would increased communication/interaction
between the various sections and offices (a) be beneficial to your 9 1 1
job performance; (b) have a little effect on your job performance;
(c) greatly affect your job performance.
Methods: Newsletters E-Mail Meetinas Other
Question #6: What methods
would you like to see used to
disseminate information (i.e., 7 6 5 Memos - 1
newsletter, e-mail, meetings,
etc.)?
A B C
Question #7: Would a comprehensive in-house newsletter that
incorporates news from each section and office published weekly 9 2 0
(a) be beneficial to your job performance; (b) have little effect on
your job performance; (c) greatly affect your job performance.
Question #8: Would expanded e-mail usage (a) be beneficial to
your job performance; (b) have little effect on your job 6 4 0
performance; (c) Qreat affect your job performance.
I Yes I No
Question #9: Would some type meeting be beneficial to you? I 8 I 3
A B C
Question #10: If yes, what type meeting? (a) full staff meetings;
(b) section managers from various sections/offices meeting. 5 4 0
Question #11: If yes, how often? (a) monthly; (b) twice monthly;
(c) weekly. 5 2 1
Management Staff
1 2 3 4 5
Question #1: On a scale of 1 to 5 with 5 being the
best, how would you rate communication between 0 0 3 3 0
OCRM's field offices and main office?
Question #2: On a scale of 1 to 5 with 5 being the
best, how would you rate communication between 0 0 3 2 1
the various sections of OCRM?
A B C
Question #3: As a general rule, do you learn of actions in (a) a
timely fashion; (b) sometimes after the fact; (c) always after the 4 2 0
fact.
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Question #4: Does a lack of communication (a) sometimes affect
your job performance; (b) significantly adversely affect your job 4 1 1
performance; (c) has no effect.
Question #5: Would increased communication/interaction
between the various sections and offices (a) be beneficial to your 4 0 1
job performance; (b) have a little effect on your job performance;
(c) greatly affect your job performance.
Methods: Newsletters E-Mail Meetinas Other
Question #6: What methods
would you like to see used to
disseminate information (i.e., 4 5 5 0
newsletter, e-mail, meetings,
etc.)?
A B C
Question #7: Would a comprehensive in-house newsletter that
incorporates news from each section and office published weekly 4 0 2
(a) be beneficial to your job performance; (b) have little effect on
your job performance; (c) greatly affect your job performance.
Question #8: Would expanded e-mail usage (a) be beneficial to
your job performance; (b) have little effect on your job 4 1 1
performance; (c) great affect your job performance.
Yes No
Question #9: Would some type meeting be beneficial to you? 7 1
A B C
Question #10: If yes, what type meeting? (a) full staff meetings;
(b) section managers from various sections/offices meeting. 1 4 0
Question #11: If yes, how often? (a) monthly; (b) twice monthly;
(c) weekly. 2 1 2
Supervisory Staff
1 2 3 4 5
Question #1: On a scale of 1 to 5 with 5 being the
best, how would you rate communication between 0 2 3 2 0
OCRM's field offices and main office?
Question #2: On a scale of 1 to 5 with 5 being the
best, how would you rate communication between 1 2 3 2 0
the various sections of OCRM?
A B C
Question #3: As a general rule, do you learn of actions in (a) a
timely fashion; (b) sometimes after the fact; (c) always after the 0 7 1
fact.
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Question #4: Does a lack of communication (a) sometimes affect
your job performance; (b) significantly adversely affect your job 6 2 0
performance; (c) has no effect.
Question #5: Would increased communication/interaction
between the various sections and offices (a) be beneficial to your 6 0 2
job performance; (b) have a little effect on your job performance;
(c) greatly affect your job performance.
Methods: Newsletters E-Mail Meetinas Other
Question #6: What methods !
would you like to see used to
disseminate information (i.e., 3 3 6 Brief Reports-1
newsletter, e-mail, meetings,
etc.)?
A B C
Question #7: Would a comprehensive in-house newsletter that
incorporates news from each section and office published weekly 6 1 1
(a) be beneficial to your job performance; (b) have little effect on
your job performance; (c) greatly affect your job performance.
Question #8: Would expanded e-mail usage (a) be beneficial to
your job performance; (b) have little effect on your job 5 2 1
performance; (c) great affect your job performance.
Yes No
Question #9: Would some type meeting be beneficial to you? 7 1
A B C
Question #10: If yes, what type meeting? (a) full staff meetings;
(b) section managers from various sections/offices meeting. 4 4 0
Question #11: If yes, how often? (a) monthly; (b) twice monthly;
(c) weekly. 6 0 1
Technical Staff
1 2 3 4 5
Question #1: On a scale of 1 to 5 with 5 being the
best, how would you rate communication between 1 1 6 2 1
OCRM's field offices and main office?
Question #2: On a scale of 1 to 5 with 5 being the
best, how would you rate communication between 2 0 4 4 1
the various sections of OCRM?
A B C
Question #3: As a general rule, do you learn of actions in (a) a
timely fashion; (b) sometimes after the fact; (c) always after the 4 7 0
fact.
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Question #4: Does a lack of communication (a) sometimes affect
your job performance; (b) significantly adversely affect your job 7 3 1
performance; (c) has no effect.
Question #5: Would increased communication/interaction
between the various sections and offices (a) be beneficial to your 8 3 0
job performance; (b) have a little effect on your job performance;
(c) greatly affect your job performance.
Methods: Newsletters E-Mail Meetinas Other
Question #6: What methods
would you like to see used to
disseminate information (Le., 2 6 4 Memos -1
newsletter, e-mail, meetings,
etc.)?
A B C
Question #7: Would a comprehensive in-house newsletter that
incorporates news from each section and office published weekly 5 6 0
(a) be beneficial to your job performance; (b) have little effect on
your iob performance; (c) greatly affect your job performance.
Question #8: Would expanded e-mail usage (a) be beneficial to
your job performance; (b) have little effect on your job 4 6 1
performance; (c) great affect your job performance.
Yes I No
Question #9: Would some type meeting be beneficial to you? 6 I 5
A B C
Question #10: If yes, what type meeting? (a) full staff meetings;
(b) section managers from various sections/offices meeting. 4 5 0
Question #11: If yes, how often? (a) monthly; (b) twice monthly;
(c) weekly. 6 1 0
CONCLUSIONS
The participants felt strongly that there was something lacking in
communication and staff interaction. This lack of communication and interaction among
sections are diminishing customer service and allowing mistakes to be made and
projects to be delayed. Key elements of the problem are a lack of a formal mechanism
to communicate information and no liaison between the various sections. This is
substantiated by the results of questions one and two, but even more specifically in the
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responses to question 4. Staff are strongly in favor of a process or processes that will
increase communication within the office. Staff are also anxious to make suggestions
for improvements. All staff felt that resolving the communication and interaction
problem will improve customer service.
Steps 1 and 2 of the flow chart (Tab 3) reflect the necessary background
work to begin the intervention plan. Step 3 develops and refines the procedure to be
used. This procedure includes a standard, detailed newsletter format (Tab 8) that
incorporates what the staff felt were shortcomings in the survey. The newsletter is to be
distributed on a weekly basis to all staff with input from all staff. Also included is a
standard staff meeting agenda (Tab 7) with opportunity for staff input on not only the
agenda but the frequency of meetings to best suit their information needs.
To evaluate the effectiveness of corrective actions, an updated survey will
be distributed at six months and then again at one year (Tabs 9 and 10). The survey
will address the current situation and what changes have resulted. It will also address
whether or not employees feel there has been an improvement in customer service
based on the changes in communication. Survey results will dictate further changes
and follow-up.
Upon completion of the project, the changes will be implemented July 1,
1998. The first follow-up will be December, 1998, with an additional follow-up July,
1999.
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__South Carolina__
DHEC
Department of Health and Environmental Control
MEMORANDUM
Bureau of Ocean and Coastal Resource
Management
1362 McMillan Avenue, Suite 400
Charleston, South Carolina 29405
(803) 744-5838 (803) 744-5847 (fax)
TO:
FROM:
SUBJ:
DATE:
OCRM Staff
Linda Brechko
Communication Survey
November 5, 1997
Attached is a survey regarding communication within OCRM. This survey
is one of the steps for the project I'm completing as part of my Certified Public Manager
curriculum. The subject I chose for this project is communication.
Would you please complete and return this survey by Monday, November
17? If you have any questions, please let me know.
Thank you for your cooperation.
Isb/1
Enclosure
cc: Chris Brooks
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OCRM - Communication Survey
Please complete the following questions. The information in this survey will be
confidential.
1.) On a scale of 1 to 5 with 5 being the best, how would you rate communication
between OCRM's field offices and main office? (circle response)
1 2 3 4 5
2.) On a scale of 1 to 5 with 5 being the best, how would you rate communication
between the various sections of OCRM? (circle response)
1 2 3 4 5
3.) As a general rule, do you learn of actions, policies, etc.
__8.) in a timely fashion
__b.) sometimes after the fact
__c.) always after the fact
4.) Does a lack of communication
__8.) sometimes affect your job performance
__b.) significantly adversely affect your job performance
__c.) has no effect
5.) Would increased communication/interaction between the various sections and
offices
__8.) be beneficial to your job performance
__b.) have little effect on your job performance
__c.) greatly affect your job performance
6.) What method would you like to see used to disseminate information? (i.e.,
newsletter, e-mail, meetings, etc.)?
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7.) Would a comprehensive in-house newsletter that incorporates news from each
section and office published weekly
__a.) be beneficial to your job performance
__b.) have little effect on your job performance
__c.) greatly affect your job performance
8.) Would expanded e-mail usage
__a.) be beneficial to your job performance
__b.) have little effect on your job performance
__c.) greatly affect your job performance
9.) Would some type meeting be beneficial to you?
__a.) yes
__b.) no
10.) If yes, what type meeting?
__a.) full staff meetings
__b.) section managers from various sections/offices meeting
11.) If yes, how often?
__8.) monthly
__b.) twice monthly
__c.) weekly
List the top 3-5 areas where you see problems with communication.
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Are there specific, recurring instances that need to be addressed?
From your experience, what suggestions would you make for improving
communicationlinteraction?
Please check the category which best describes your position.
__ Administrative (i.e., clerical, support staff)
__ Management (i.e., directors)
__ Supervisory (i.e., project managers)
__ Technical (i.e., field personnel)
Date
----------------
Thank you for taking the time to complete this sUNey.
(November, 1997)
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OCRM - Communication Survey
Please complete the following questions. The information in this survey will be
confidential.
1.) On a scale of 1 to 5 with 5 being the best, how would you rate communication
between OCRM's field offices and main office? (circle response)
1 2 0 4 5
2.) On a scale of 1 to 5 with 5 being the best, how would you rate communication
between the various sections of OCRM?
1 2~ 4 5
3.) As a general rule, do you learn of actions, policies, etc.
__a.) in a timely fashion
../ b.) sometimes after the fact
__c.) always after the fact
4.) Does a lack of communication
/ a.) sometimes affect your job performance
__a.) significantly adversely affect your job performance
__b.) has no effect
5.) Would increased communication/interaction between the various sections and
offices~) be beneficial to your job performance
__b.) have little effect on your job performance
__c.) greatly affect your job performance
6.) What method would you like to see used to disseminate information? (i.e.,
newsletter, e-mail, meetings, etc.)?
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7.) Would a comprehensive in-house newsletter that incorporates news from each
section and office published weekly
~.) be beneficial to your job perfonnance
_~(b.) have little effect on your job performance
7 c.) greatly affect your job performance
8.) Would expanded e-mail usage
~a.) be beneficial to your job performance
_~v_b.) have little effect on your job performance
__c.) greatly affect your job performance
9.) Would some type meeting be beneficial to you?
~)yes
-L-b.) no
10.) If yes, what type meeting?
__a.) full staff meetings
__b.) section managers from various sections/offices meeting
11.) If yes, how often?
__,a.) monthly
__,b.) twice monthly
__c.) weekly
List the top 3-5 areas where you see problems with communication.
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Are there specific, recurring instances that need to be addressed?
From your experience, what suggestions would you make for improving
communication/interaction?
Please check the category which best describes your position.
__ Administrative (Le., clerical, support staff)
v Management (Le., directors)
__ Supervisory (Le., project managers)
__ Technical (Le., field personnel)
Date l.lf3::i-,,-'i-r:+--------
Thank you for taking the time to complete this survey.
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OCRM - Communication Survey
Please complete the following questions. The information in this survey will be
confidential.
1.) On a scale of 1 to 5 with 5 being the best, how would you rate communication
between OCRM's field offices and main office? (circle response)
1 2 6) 4 5
2.) On a scale of 1 to 5 with 5 being the best, how would you rate communication
between the various sections of OCRM?
1 2 3 @ 5
3.) As a general rule, do you learn of actions, policies, etc.
~) in a timely fashion
__b.) sometimes after the fact
__c.) always after the fact
4.) Does a lack of communication
~.) sometimes affect your job performance
__a.) significantly adversely affect your job performance
__b.) has no effect
5.) Would increased communication/interaction between the various sections and
offices
/a.) be beneficial to your job performance
__,b.) have little effect on your job performance
__c.) greatly affect your job performance
6.) What method would you like to see used to disseminate information? (i.e.,
newsletter, e-mail, meetings, etc.)?
Of(
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7.) Would a comprehensive in-house newsletter that incorporates news from each
section and office pUblished weekly
Va.) be beneficial to your job performance
__b.) have little effect on your job performance
__c.) greatly affect your job performance
8.) Would expanded e-mail usage
~ be beneficial to your job performance
__b.) have little effect on your job performance
__c.) greatly affect your job performance
9.) Would some type meeting be beneficial to you?
~/
__a.) yes
__b.) no
10.) If yes, what type meeting?
~.) full staff meetings
__b.) section managers from various sections/offices meeting
11.) If yes, how often?
~--
__,a.) monthly
__,b.) twice monthly
__c.) weekly
List the top 3-5 areas where you see problems with communication.
c
, .., fu
CjJ{L
v cc, ~</eJ
I(
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Are there specific, recurring instances that need to be addressed?
From your experience, what suggestions would you make for improving
communicationlinteraction?
Please check the category which best describes your position.
__ Administrative (Le., clerical, support'staff)
,j Management (Le., directors)
__ Supervisory (Le., project managers)
__ Technical (Le., field personnel)
Date
----------------
Thank you for taking the time to complete this survey.
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OCRM - Communication Survey
Please complete the following questions. The information in this survey will be
confidential.
1.) On a scale of 1 to 5 with 5 being the best, how would you rate communication
between OCRM's field offices and main office? (circle response)
1 2 3 5
2.) On a scale of 1 to 5 with 5 being the best, how would you rate communication
between the various sections of OCRM?
1 2 3
in a timely fashion
sometimes after the fact
always after the fact
3.) As a general rule, do you learn of actions, policies, etc.
~.)
__b.)
__c.)
4.) Does a lack of communication
__a.) sometimes affect your job performance
__a.) significantly adversely affect your job performance
~ b.) has no effect
5.) Would increased communication/interaction between the various sections and
offices
~.) be beneficial to your job performance
__,b.) have little effect on your job performance
__c.) greatly affect your job performance
6.) What method would you like to see used to disseminate information? (i.e.,
newsletter, e-mail, meetings, etc.)?
~~~~~&rWtpfd·frfi/lcJ
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7.) Would a comprehensive in-house newsletter that incorporates news -from each
section and office published weekly
/a.) be beneficial to your job performance
__b.) have little effect on your job performance
__c.) greatly affect your job performance
8.) Would expanded e-mail usage
~.) be beneficial to your job performance
__b.) have little effect on your job performance
__c.) greatly affect your job performance
9.) Would some type meeting be beneficial to you?
~.) yes
__b.) no
10.) If yes, what type meeting?
__a.) full staff meetings
~b.) section managers from various sections/offices meeting
11.) If yes, how often?
_----".a.) monthly
~b.) twice monthly
__c.) weekly
List the top 3-5 areas where you see problems with communication.
;l~t;~,Zct.~Mr \u[ U~crJ {)MMlv1r
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Are there specific, recurring instances that need to be addressed?
:-utJAJul¥
From your experience, what suggestions would you make for improving
communication/interaction?
Please check the category which best describes your position.
_~ Administrative (i.e., clerical, support staff)
/ Management (i.e., directors)
__ Supervisory (i.e., projectmanagers)
__ Technical (i.e., field personnel)
Thank you for taking the time to complete this survey.
Digitized by South Carolina State Library
OCRM - Communication Survey
Please complete the following questions. The information in this survey will be
confidential.
1.) On a scale of 1 to 5 with 5 being the best, how would you rate communication
between OCRM's field offices and main office? (circle response)
1 2 3 5
2.) On a scale of 1 to 5 with 5 being the best, how would you rate communication
between the various sections of OCRM?
1 2 3 4
3.) As a general rule, do you learn of actions, policies, etc.
\/ a.) in a timely fashion
__b.) sometimes after the fact
__c.) always after the fact
4.) Does a lack of communication
va.) sometimes affect your job performance
__,8.) significantly adversely affect your job performance
__~,.) has no effect
5.) Would increased communication/interaction between the various sections and
offices
/ a.) be beneficial to your job performance
__.b.) have little effect on your job performance
__c.) greatly affect your job performance
6.) What method would you like to see used to disseminate information? (Le.,
newsletter, e-mail, meetings, etc.)?
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7.) Would a comprehensive in-house newsletter that incorporates news from each
section and office published weekly
__a.) be beneficial to your job performance
__b.) have little effect on your job performance
./ c.) greatly affect your job performance
8.) Would expanded e-mail usage
__,/_.. a.) be beneficial to your job performance
__b.) have little effect on your job performance
__c.) greatly affect your job performance
9.) Would some type meeting be beneficial to you?
_..;;.,./_a.) yes
__b.) no
10.) If yes, what type meeting?
_---..,..-a.) full staff meetings
/' b.) section managers from various sections/offices meeting
11.) If yes, how often?
__a.) monthly
__b.) twice monthly
V c.) weekly
List the tqp 3-5 areas where you see problems with communication.
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Are there specific, recurring instances that need to be addressed?
Jr
From your experience, what suggestions would you make for improving
communication/interaction?
Please check the category which best describes your position.
__7/Administrative (i.e., clerical, support staff)
__/_ Management (i.e., directors)
__ Supervisory (i.e., project managers)
__ Technical (i.e., field personnel)
Thank you for taking the time to complete this survey.
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OCRM - Communication Survey
Please complete the following questions. The information in this survey will be
confidential.
1.) On a scale of 1 to 5 with 5 being the best, how would you rate communication
between OCRM's field offices and main office? (circle response)
1 2 3 (J) 5
2.) On a scale of 1 to 5 with 5 being the best, how would you rate communication
between the various sections of OCRM?
1 2 @4 5
3.) As a general rule, do you learn of actions, policies, etc..
~) in a timely fashion
__b.) sometimes after the fact
__c.) always after the fact
4.) Does a lack of communication
----,;t) sometimes affect your job performance
_---%...V_8.a:) significantly adversely affect your job performance
__b.) has no effect .
5.) Would increased communication/interaction between the various sections and
offices
__a.) be beneficial to your job performance
------.Jf.) have little effect on your job performance
~c.) greatly affect your job performance
6.) What method would you like to see used to disseminate information? (i.e.,
newsletter, e-mail, meetings, etc.)?
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7.) Would a comprehensive in-house newsletter that incorporates news from each
section and office published weekly
=z;t.)~.. e beneficial to your job performance.. have little effect on your job performancec.) greatly affect your job performance
8.) Would expanded e-mail usage
~a.) e beneficial to your job performance. have little effect on your job performancec.) greatly affect your job performance
9.) Would somfTtype meeting be beneficial to you?
/'~f yes
__b.) no
10.) If yes, what type meeting?
a:r;UII staff meetings
2"b.) section managers from various sections/offices meeting
11.) If yes, how often?
~.) nthlyb twice monthly.) weekly
List the top 3-5 areas where you see problems with communication.
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Are there specific, recurring instances that need to be addressed?
From your experience, what suggestions would you make for improving
communication/interaction?
Please check the category which best describes your position.
__ Administrative (Le., clerical, support staff)
,LManagement (Le., directors)
__ Supervisory (Le., project managers)
__ Technical (Le., field personnel)
Date IJ~2-/e;4-
I
Thank you for taking the time to complete this survey.
Digitized by South Carolina State Library
OCRM - Communication Survey
Please complete the following questions. The information in this survey will be
confidential.
1.) On a scale of 1 to 5 with 5 being the best, how would you rate communication
between OCRM's field offices and main office? (circle response)
51 2 0' 4
2.) On a scale of 1 to 5 with 5 being the best, how would you rate communication
between the various sections of OCRM?
1 2 (P4 5
3.) As a general rule, do you learn of actions, policies, etc.
~ in a timely fashion
~b.) sometimes after the fact
__c.) always after the fact
4.) DZCk of communication
a.) sometimes affect your job performance
__,a.) significantly adversely affect your job performance
__b.) has no effect
5.) Would increased communication/interaction between the various sections and
offices~.) be beneficial to your job performance
__b.) have little effect on your job performance
__c.) greatly affect your job performance
6.) What method would you like to see used to disseminate information? (Le.,
newsletter, e-mail, meetings, etc.)?
~-~1~
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7.) Would a comprehensive in-house newsletter that incorporates news from each
section and office published weekly
L:.) be beneficial to your job performance
__b.) have little effect on your job performance
__c.) greatly affect your job performance
8.) Would expanded e-mail usage
~~;~ be beneficial to your job performance
__b.) have little effect on your job performance
__c.) greatly affect your job performance
9.) Would sqme type meeting be beneficial to you?
/:) yes
__,b.) no
10.) If yes, what type meeting?
h) full staff meetings
Lb.) section managers from various sections/offices meeting
11.) If yes, how often?
~) monthly
__b.) twice monthly
__c.) weekly
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Are there specific, recurring instances that need to be addressed?
From your experience, what suggestions would you make for improving
communication/interaction?
Please check the category which best describes your position.
~dministrative (i.e., clerical, support staff)
=z= Management (i.e., directors)
__ Supervisory (i.e., project managers)
__ Technical (i.e., field personnel)
Thank you for taking the time to complete this survey.
Digitized by South Carolina State Library
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OCRM - Communication Survey
Please complete the following questions. The information in this survey will be
confidential.
1.} On a scale of 1 to 5 with 5 being the best, how would you rate communication
between OCRM's field offices and main office? (circle response)
1 2 QJ4 5
2.} On a scale of 1 to 5 with 5 being the best, how would you rate communication
between the various sections of OCRM?
3 4 5
3.} As a general rule, do you learn of actions, policies, etc.
__a.} in a timely fashion
-.---,......-b.} sometimes after the fact>< c.} always after the fact
4.} Does a lack of communication
__a.} sometimes affect your job performanceX h.} significantly adversely affect your job performance
__' _6:..} has no effect
5.} Would increased communication/interaction between the various sections and
offices
__a.} be beneficial to your job performance
----:-_b.} have little effect on your job performance
""f c.} greatly affect your job performance
6.} What method would you like to see used to disseminate information? (Le.,
newsletter, e-mail, meetings, etc.)?
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7.) Would a comprehensive in-house newsletter that incorporates news from each
section and office published weekly
~ a.) be beneficial to your job performance
__b.) have little effect on your job performance
__c.) greatly affect your job performance
a.) be beneficial to your job performance
__b.) have little effect on your job performance
__c.) greatly affect your job performance
8.) Would expanded e-mail usage
~~
9.) Would some type meeting be beneficial to you?
~ a.) yes
__b.) no
10.) If yes, what type meeting?
__a.) full staff meetings
--==_=-b.) section managers from various sections/offices meeting
11.) If yes, how often?
___ a.) monthly
__b.) twice monthly
__c.) weekly
List the top 3-5 areas where you see problems with communication.
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Are there specific, recurring instances that need to be addressed?
~Y--\-~\~'Q:> -
From your experience, what suggestions would you
communication/interaction?
tW:'\~ (k .:.,d
Please check the category which best describes your position.
__ Administrative (Le., clerical, support staff)
__ Management (Le., directors)
---:::::::::::__ Supervisory (Le., project managers)
__ Technical (Le., field personnel)
make for improving
Thank you for taking the time to complete this survey.
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OCRM - Communication Survey
Please complete the following questions. The information in this survey will be
confidential.
1.) On a scale of 1 to 5 with 5 being the best, how would you rate communication
between OCRM's field offices and main office? (circle response)
5421
.'-"'.
1 2 3 /4 \ 5
'0
2.) On a scale of 1 to 5 with 5 being the best, how would you rate communication
between the various sections of OCRM?
(~
J
3.) As a general rule, do you learn of actions, policies, etc.·
';>. a.) in a timely fashion
""". b.) sometimes after the fact
__c.) always after the fact
4.) Does a lack of communication
''-.I a.) sometimes affect your job performance
__a.) significantly adversely affect your job performance
__b.) has no effect .
5.) Would increased communication/interaction between the various sections and
offices
'~ a.) be beneficial to your job performance
__b.) have little effect on your job performance
__c.) greatly affect your job performance
6.) What method would you like to see used to disseminate information? (i.e.,
newsletter, e-mail, meetings, etc.)?
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7.) Would a comprehensive in-house newsletter that incorporates news from each
section and office published weekly
'~ a.) be beneficial to your job performance
__,b.) have little effect on your job performance
__c.) greatly affect your job performance
8.) Would expanded e-mail usage
~_ao) be beneficial to your job performance
\\1 b.) have little effect on your job performance
__co) greatly affect your job performance
9.) Would some type meeting be beneficial to you?
'va.) yes
__b.) no
10.) If yes, what type meeting?
~ a.) full staff meetings
__bo) section managers from various sections/offices meeting
11.) If yes, how often?
'''y ao) monthly
__b.) twice monthly
__c.) weekly
List the top 3-5 areas where you see problems with communication.
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Are there specific, recurring instances that need to be addressed?
From your experience, what suggestions would you make for improving
communication/interaction?
Please check the category which best describes your position.
__ Administrative (Le., clerical, support staff)
_-. Management (Le., directors)
_~v_Supervisory (i.e., project managers)
__ Technical (Le., field personnel)
Date
-------'-''-+---1'--'-------
Thank you for taking the time to complete this survey.
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OCRM - Communication Survey
Please complete the following questions. The information in this survey will be
confidential.
1.) On a scale of 1 to 5 with 5 being the best, how would you rate communication
between OCRM's field offices and main office? (circle response)
1 2 4 5
2.) On a scale of 1 to 5 with 5 being the best, how would you rate communication
between the various sections of OCRM?
1 2 (!)4 5
3.) As a general rule, do you learn of actions, policies, etc.
a) in a timely fashion
I~) sometimes after the fact
__c.) always after the fact
4.) Does a lack of communication
~ sometimes affect your job performance
__a.) significantly adversely affect your job performance
__b.) has no effect
5.) Would increased communication/interaction between the various sections and
offices /'
---.l.La.) be beneficial to your job performance
__,b.) have little effect on your job performance
__c.) greatly affect your job performance
6.) What method would you like to see used to disseminate information? (i.e.,
newsletter, e-mail, meetings, etc.)?
ni-f),UjJ
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7.) Would a comprehensive in-house newsletter that incorporates news from each
section and office published weekly
~ be beneficial to your job performance
__b.) have little effect on your job performance
__c.) greatly affect your job performance
8.) Would expanded e-mail usage
~ be beneficial to your job performance
__b.) have little effect on your job performance
__c.) greatly affect your job performance
9.) Would some type meeting be beneficial to you?
~yes
__b.) no
10.) If yes, what type meeting?
~ full staff meetings
__b.) section managers from various sections/offices meeting
11.) If yes, how often?
~monthly
__b.) twice monthly
__c.) weekly
List the top 3-5 areas where you see problems with communication.
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Are there specific, recurring instances that need to be addressed?
lNJitL J4CEJ L t ? IIGrl {(.ujlt'!..j"J d-- I,,' l£/I.4lJ
From your experience, what suggestions would you make for improving
communication/interaction?
Please check the category which best describes your position.
__ Administrative (Le., clerical, support staff)
_---rcManagement (Le., directors)
7 Supervisory (Le., project managers)
__ Technical (Le., field personnel)
Date /1- f- f 7
Thank you for taking the time to complete this survey.
Digitized by South Carolina State Library
OCRM - Communication Survey
Please complete the following questions. The information in this survey will be
confidential.
1.) On a scale of 1 to 5 with 5 being the best, how would you rate communication
between OCRM's field offices and main office? (circle response)
1 2 4 5
2.) On a scale of 1 to 5 with 5 being the best, how would you rate communication
between the various sections of OCRM?
1 3 4 5
3.) As a general rule, do you learn of actions, policies, etc.
__a.) in a timely fashion
~ b.) sometimes after the fact
__c.) always after the fact
4.) Does a lack of communication
/ a.) sometimes affect your job performance
__a.) significantly adversely affect your job performance
__b.) has no effect
5.) Would increased communication/interaction between the various sections and
offices
/ a.) be beneficial to your job performance
__b.) have little effect on your job performance
__c.) greatly affect your job performance
6.) What method would you like to see used to disseminate information? (Le.,
newsletter,(fm~~tin® etc.)?
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7.) Would a comprehensive in-house newsletter that incorporates news from each
section and office published weekly
vi a.) be beneficial to your job performance e<.kh S(!Cf;DI\ f[ ;v~ ,/lI)of\1A){ v fJo.ie
__b.) have little effect on your job performance
__c.) greatly affect your job performance
8.) Would expanded e-mail usage
/' a.) be beneficial to your job performance C)r,Jj J~ Ot-f{ IY7 J n l1/ (b!q q/I ilr-"'.c
__b.) have little effect on your job performance
__c.) greatly affect your job performance
9.) Would some type meeting be beneficial to you?
/ a.) yes4?Rltl-
__b.) no
10.) If yes, what type meeting?
~.) full staff meetings
__b.) section managers from various sections/offices meeting
11.) If yes, how often?
~.) monthly
__b.) twice monthly
__c.) weekly
List the top 3-5 areas where you see problems with communication.
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Are there specific, recurring instances that need to be addressed?
From your experience, what suggestions would you make for improving
communication/interaction?
Please check the category which best describes your position.
__ Administrative (Le., clerical, support staff)
__ Management (Le., directors) .
Supervisory (Le., project managers)
__ Technical (Le., field personnel)
oate----J/_l!,---~~L_1",,--2 _
Thank you for taking the time to complete this survey.
Digitized by South Carolina State Library
OCRM - Communication Survey
Please complete the following questions. The information in this survey will be
,confidential.
1.) On a scale of 1 to 5 with 5 being the best, how would you rate communication
between OCRM's field offices and main office? (circle response)
1 2 3 4 5
2.) On a scale of 1 to 5 with 5 being the best, how would you rate communication
between the various sections of OCRM?
1 2 5
sometimes affect your job performance
significantly adversely affect your job performance
has no effect
3.) As a general rule, do you learn of actions, policies, etc.
---,L8.) in a timely fashion
~b.) sometimes after the fact
__c.) always after the fact
4.) Does a lack of communication
-La.)
__a.)
__b.)
5.) Would increased communication/interaction between the various sections and
offices
/a.) be beneficial to your job performance
__b.) have little effect on your job performance
__c.) greatly affect your job performance
6.) What method would you like to see used to disseminate information? (Le.,
newsletter, e-mail, meetings, etc.)?
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7.) Would a comprehensive in-house newsletter that incorporates news from each
section and office published weekly
~.) be beneficial to your job performance
~b.) have little effect on your job performance
__c.) greatly affect your job performance
8.) Would expanded e-mail usage
~.) be beneficial to your job performance
__b.) have little effect on your job performance
__c.) greatly affect your job performance
9.) Would some type meeting be beneficial to you?
~'yes
__b.) no
10.) If yes, what type meeting?
t/~. full staff meetings
_...::.L71_b.) section managers from various sections/offices meeting
11.) If yes, how often?
~; monthly
__b.) twice monthly
__c,.) weekly
List the top 3-5 areas where you see problems with communication.
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Are there specific, recurring instances that need to be addressed?
From your experience, what suggestions would you make for improving
communication/interaction?
Please check the category which best describes your position.
__ Administrative (Le., clerical, support staff)
__ Management (Le., directors)
7 Supervisory (Le., project managers)
__ Technical (Le., field personnel)
Thank you for taking the time to complete this survey.
Digitized by South Carolina State Library
OCRM - Communication Survey
Please complete the following questions. The information in this survey will be
confidential.
1.) On a scale of 1 to 5 with 5 being the best, how would you rate communication
between OCRM's field offices and main office? (circle response)
1 0 3 4 5
2.) On a scale of 1 to 5 with 5 being the best, how would you rate communication
between the various sections of OCRM?
1 G)3 4 5
3.) As a general rule, do you learn of actions, policies, etc..
__a.) in a timely fashion
X . b.) sometimes after the fact
__c.) always after the fact
4.) Does a lack of communication
__a.) sometimes affect your job performance
X ~) significantly adversely affect your job performance
__~ has no effect '
5.) Would increased communication/interaction between the various sections and
offices
__a..) be beneficial to your job performance
__.b.) have little effect on your job performance
. ~ c.) greatly affect your job performance
6.) What method would you like to see used to disseminate information? (i.e.,
newsletter, e-mail, meetings, etc.)?
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7.) Would a comprehensive in-house newsletter that incorporates news from each
section and office published weekly
__a.) be beneficial to your job performance
__.b.) have little effect on your job performance
>< c.) greatly affect your job performance
8.) Would expanded e-mail usage
__a.) be beneficial to your job performance
__b.) have little effect on your job performance
>< c.) greatly affect your job performance
9.) Would some type meeting be beneficial to you?
X a.) yes
__.b.) no
10.) If yes, what type meeting?
__a.) full staff meetings
X b.) section managers from various sections/offices meeting
11.) If yes, how often? .
__a.) monthly
__.b.) twice monthly
k c.) weekly
List the top 3-5 areas where you see problems with communication.
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Are there specific, recurring instances that need to be addressed?
From your experience, what suggestions would you make for improving
communication/interaction?
Please check the category which best describes your position.
__ Administrative (Le., clerical, support staff)
__ Management (Le., directors)
;>5 Supervisory (Le., project managers)
__ Technical (Le., field personnel)
Date /J IV b; I 917
Thank you for taking the time to complete this survey.
Digitized by South Carolina State Library
OCRM - Communication Survey
Please complete the following questions. The information in this survey will be
confidential.
1.) On a scale of l' to 5 with 5 being the best, how would you rate communication
between OCRM's field offices and main office? (circle response)
1 2 3 L"V 5
2.) On a scale of 1 to 5 with 5 being the best, how would you rate communication
between the various sections of OCRM?
1 2 3 5
3.) As a general rule, do you learn of actions, policies, etc.
__a.) in a timely fashion
V b.) sometimes after the fact
__c.) always after the fact
4.) Does a lack of communication
Va.) sometimes affect your job performance
___b) significantly adversely affect your job performance
__,tt) has no effect
5.) Would incre;:'lsed communication/interaction bet....Jeen the various sections and
offices
Va.) be beneficial to your job performance
__b.) have little effect on your job performance
__c.) greatly affect your job performance
6.) Would a comprehensive in-house newsletter that incorporates news from each
section and office published weekly
Va.) be beneficial to your job performance
__b.) have little effect on your job performance
__c.) greatly affect your job performance
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7.) Would a comprehensive in-house newsletter that incorporates news from each
section and office pUblished weekly
~a.) be beneficial to your job performance
__b.) have little effect on your job performance
__c.) greatly affect your job performance
8.) Would expanded e-mail usage
_---:ra.) be beneficial to your job performance
V"'b.) have little effect on your job performance
__c.) greatly affect your job performance
9.) Would some type meeting be beneficial to you?
_~a..) yes
7b.) no
10.) If yes, what type meeting?
__a.) full staff meetings
__b.) section managers from various sections/offices meeting
11.) If yes, how often?
__,a.) monthly
__,b.) twice monthly
__c.) weekly
List the top 3-5 areas where you see problems with communication.
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Are there specific, recurring instances that need to be addressed?
what suggestions would you make for improving
Please check the category which best describes your position.
__ Administrative (Le., clerical, support staff)
_---::,.....Management (Le., directors)
L7 Supervisory (Le., project managers)
__ Technical (Le., field personnel)
Date~//~/---=6-+-/----:......q-,--7 _
Thank you for taking the time to complete this survey.
Digitized by South Carolina State Library
OCRM - Communication Survey
Please complete the following questions. The information in this survey will be
confidential.
1.) On a scale of 1 to 5 with 5 being the best, how would you rate communication
between OCRM's field offices and main office? (circle response)
1 c0 3 4 5
2.) On a scale of 1 to 5 with 5 being the best, how would you rate communication
between the various sections of OCRM?
1 2 3G 5
3.) As a general rule, do you learn of actions, policies, etc.
__a.) in a timely fashion
_~v';....b.) sometimes after the fact
__c.) always after the fact
4.) Does a lack of communication
__Va.)
__a.)
__b.)
sometimes affect your job performance
significantly adversely affect your job performance
has no effect
5.) Would increased communication/interaction between the various sections and
offices
__~.) be beneficial to your job performance
__b.) have little effect on your job performance
__c.) greatly affect your job performance
6.) What method would you like to see used to disseminate information? (i.e.,
newsletter, e-mail, meetings, etc.)?
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7.) Would a comprehensive in-house newsletter that incorporates news from each
section and office published weekly
__/_a.) be beneficial to your job performance
__b.) have little effect on your job performance
__c.) greatly affect your job performance
8.) Would expanded e-mail usage
__~.) be beneficial to your job performance
__b.) have little effect on your job performance
__c.) greatly affect your job performance
9.) Would some type meeting be beneficial to you?
J' a.) yes
__b.) no
10.) If yes, what type meeting?
_---+-'a.) full staff meetings
_...;,.J_b.) section managers from various sections/offices meeting
11.) If yes, how often?
/ a.) monthly
__b.) twice monthly
__c.) weekly
List the top 3-5 areas where you see problems with communication.
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Are there specific, recurring instances that need to be addressed?
From your experience, what suggestions would you make for improving
communication/interaction?
Please check the category which best describes your position.
__ Administrative (Le., clerical, support staff)
_~. Management (Le., directors)
__1_ Supervisory (Le., project managers)
__ Technical (Le., field personnel)
Date__N_tJ_V_S_I~/_/_1_7_/ _
Thank you for taking the time to complete this survey.
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OCRM - Communication Survey
Please complete the following questions. The information in this survey will be
confidential.
1.) On a scale of 1 to 5 with 5 being the best, how would you rate communication
between OCRM's field offices and main office? (circle response)
1 2 3 5
521
2.) On a scale of 1 to 5 with 5 being the best, how would you rate communication
between the various sections of OCRM?
3d)
3.) As a general rule, do you learn of actions, policies, etc.
J a.) in a timely fashion
__b.) sometimes afterthe fact
__c.) always after the fact
4.) Does a lack of communication
J a.) sometimes affect your job performance
__a.) significantly adversely affect your job performance
__b.) has no effect
5.) Would increased communication/interaction between the various sections and
offices
_-:::J_.a.) be beneficial to your job performance
__,b.) have little effect on your job performance
__c.) greatly affect your job performance
6.) What method would you like to see used to disseminate information? (Le.,
newsletter, e-mail, meetings, etc.)?
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7.) Would a comprehensive in-house newsletter that incorporates news from each
section and office published weekly
Ja.) be beneficial to your job performance
__b.) have little effect on your job performance
__c.) greatly affect your job performance
8.) WO:ljXpanded e-mail usage
a.) be beneficial to your job performance
__b.) have little effect on your job performance
__c.) greatly affect your job performance
9.) Would some type meeting be beneficial to you?
__a.) yes
Jb.) no
10.) If yes, what type meeting?
__a.) full staff meetings
__b.) section managers from various sections/offices meeting
11.) If yes, how often?
__a.) monthly
__b.) twice monthly
__c.) weekly
List the top 3-5 areas where you see problems with communication.
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Are there specific, recurring instances that need to be addressed?
From your experience, what suggestions would you make for improving
communication/interaction?
Please check the category which best describes your position.
__ Administrative (Le., clerical, support staff)
__ Management (Le., directors)
_?upervisory (Le., project managers)
------iL Technical (Le., field personnel)
Date_---l...4.1\----:/~~~crt=-'--+----
Thank you for taking the time to complete this survey.
Digitized by South Carolina State Library
OCRM - Communication Survey
Please complete the following questions. The information in this survey will be
confidential.
1.) On a scale of 1 to 5 with 5 being the best, how would you rate communication
between OCRM's field offices and main office? (circle response)
1 2 3 4@
2.) On a scale of 1 to 5 with 5 being the best, how would you rate communication
between the various sections of OCRM?
1 2 3 4
3.) As a general rule, do you learn of actions, policies, etc.
__a.) in a timely fashion
_~V_b.) sometimes after the fact
__c.) always after the fact
4.) Does a lack of communication
__~_a.) sometimes affect your job performance
__a.) significantly adversely affect your job performance
__b.) has no effect
5.) Would increased communication/interaction between the various sections and
offices
__V;_,a.) be beneficial to your job performance
__,b.) have little effect on your job performance
__c.) greatly affect your job performance
6.) What method would you like to see used to disseminate information? (Le.,
newsletter, e-mail, meetings, etc.)?
lUI t- ~bQJb
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7.) Would a comprehensive in-house newsletter that incorporates news from each
section and office published weekly
_..:..~_a.) be beneficial to your job performance
__b.) have little effect on your job performance
_----,c.) greatly affect your job performance
8.) Would expanded e-mail usage
__a.) be beneficial to your job performance
_....:.v1:J._.) have little effect on your job performance
__c.) greatly affect your job performance
9.) Would some type meeting be beneficial to you?
_....:.v--a)_.) yes
__b.) no
10.) If yes, what type meeting?
_..:...~_a.) full staff meetings
__v-151_.) section managers from various sections/offices meeting
11.) If yes, how often? .
_.....:v()~a.) monthly
__b.) twice monthly
__c.) weekly
List the top 3-5 areas where you see problems with communication.
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Are there specific, recurring instances that need to be addressed?
CA -G,celVle~
From your experience, what suggestions would you make for improving
communication/interaction?
Please check the category which best describes your position.
__ Administrative (Le., clerical, support staff)
__ Management (Le., directors)
__ Supervisory (i.e., project managers)
_..;;...v-I_echnical (Le., field personnel)
Date 7@;. /~ /99 7,
Thank you for taking the time to complete this survey.
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OCRM - Communication Survey
Please complete the following questions. The information in this survey will be
confidential.
1.) On a scale of 1 to 5 with 5 being the best, how would you rate communication
between OCRM's field offices and main office? (circle response)
1 2 QD 4 5
51
2.) On a scale of 1 to 5 with 5 being the best, how would you rate communication
between the various sections of OCRM?
2 \i) 4
3.) As a general rule, do you learn of actions, policies, etc.
__a.) in a timely fashion
V b.) sometimes after the fact
__c.) always after the fact
4.) Does a lack of communication
Va.) sometimes affect your job performance
__a.) significantly adversely affect your job performance
__b.) has no effect
5.) Would increased communication/interaction between the various sections and
offices
_v/__a.) be beneficial to your job performance
__b.) have little effect on your job performance
__c.) greatly affect your job performance
6.) What method would you like to see used to disseminate information? (i.e.,
newsletter, e-mail, meetings, etc.)?
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7.) Would a comprehensive in-house newsletter that incorporates news from each
section and office published weekly
V' a.) be beneficial to your job performance
__b.) have little effect on your job performance
__c.) greatly affect your job performance
8.) Would expanded e-mail usage
Va.) be beneficial to your job performance
__b.) have little effect on your job performance
__c.) greatly affect your job performance
9.) Would some type meeting be beneficial to you?
../ a.) yes
__b.) no
10.) If yes, what type meeting?
~ a.) full staff meetings
"......... b.) section managers from various sections/offices meeting
11.) If yes, how often?
v" a.) monthly
__b.) twice monthly
__c.) weekly
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Are there specific, recurring instances that need to be addressed?
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From your experience, what suggestions would you make for improving
communication/interaction?
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Please check the category which best describes your position.
__ Administrative (Le., clerical, support staff)
__ Management (Le., directors)
__ Supervisory (Le., project managers)
v Technical (Le., field personnel)
Date
--------------
Thank you for taking the time to complete this survey.
Digitized by South Carolina State Library
OCRM - Communication Survey
Please complete the following questions. The information in this survey will be
confidential.
1.) On a scale of 1 to 5 with 5 being the best, how would you rate communication
between OCRM's field offices and main office? (circle response)
1 2 4 5
2.) On a scale of 1 to 5 with 5 being the best, how would you rate communication
between the various sections of OCRM?
1 2 ® 4 5
3.) As a general rule, do you learn of actions, policies, etc.
_....---a.) in a timely fashion
\/ b.) sometimes after the fact
__c.) always after the fact
4.) Does a lack of communication
/ a.) sometimes affect your job performance
__a.) significantly adversely affect your job performance
__b.) has no effect
5.) Would increased communication/interaction between the various sections and
offices
L.a.) be beneficial to your job performance
__b.) have little effect on your job performance
__c.) greatly affect your job performance
6.) What method would you like to see used to disseminate information? (i.e.,
newsletter, e-mail, meetings, etc.)?
Uw5Le--t4er, e-m~i I, cwJ g COrA-ii.sL-!- 1'v..'(N+ t'rJo fu QrS
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7.) Would a comprehensive in-house newsletter that incorporates news from each
section and office published weekly
j a.) be beneficial to your job performance
__b.) have little effect on your job performance
__c.) greatly affect your job performance
a.) be beneficial to your job performance
__b.) have little effect on your job performance
__c.) greatly affect your job performance
8.) Would expanded e-mail usagej
9.) Would some type meeting be beneficial to you?
j a.) yes
__b.) no
10.) If yes, what type meeting?
--1..-a.) full staff meetings
__b.) section managers from various sections/offices meeting
11.) If yes, how often?
J a.) monthly
__b.) twice monthly
__c.) weekly
List the top 3-5 areas where you see problems with communication.
vM'.li (!;f&: ~',o".J b.~ b {~""el I it. f;~<:'~ .i
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Are there specific, recurring instances that need to be addressed?
From your experience, what suggestions would you make for improving
communication/interaction?
Please check the category which best describes your position.
__ Administrative (i.e., clerical, support staff)
__ Management (i.e., directors)
_----,- Supervisory (i.e., project managers)\7 Technical (i.e., field personnel)
u
Date II 1....:::S"41.....:.q-'1- _
Thank you for taking the time to complete this survey.
Digitized by South Carolina State Library
OCRM - Communication Survey
Please complete the following questions. The information in this survey will be
confidential.
1.) On a scale of 1 to 5 with 5 being the best, how would you rate communication
between OCRM's field offices and main office? (circle response)
1 2 (3) 4 5
2.) On a scale of 1 to 5 with 5 being the best, how would you rate communication
between the various sections of OCRM?
1 2 3 N 5
3.) As a general rule, do you learn of actions, policies, etc.
/ a.) in a timely fashion
__b.) sometimes after the fact
__c.) always after the fact
4.) Does a lack of communication
/ a.) sometimes affect your job performance
__a.) significantly adversely affect your job performance
__b.) has no effect
5.) Would increased communication/interaction between the various sections and
offices
/ a.) be beneficial to your job performance
__b.) have little effect on your job performance
__c.) greatly affect your job performance
6.) What method would you like to see used to disseminate information? (Le.,
newsletter, e-mail, meetings, etc.)?
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7.) Would a comprehensive in-house newsletter that incorporates news from each
section and office published weekly
----+a.) be beneficial to your job performance
_~v""_b.) have little effect on your job performance
__c.) greatly affect your job performance
8.) Would expanded e-mail usage
~a.) be beneficial to your job performance
_~V_b.) have little effect on your job performance
__c.) greatly affect your job performance
9.) Would some type meeting be beneficial to you?
_~/a.) yes
7 b.) no
10.) If yes, what type meeting?
__a.) full staff meetings
__b.) section managers from various sections/offices meeting
11.) If yes, how often?
__a.) monthly
__,b.) twice monthly
__c.) weekly
List the top 3-5 areas where you see problems with communication.
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Are there specific, recurring instances that need to be addressed?
From your experience, what suggestions would you make for improving
communication/interaction?
;
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Please check the category which best describes your position.
__ Administrative (Le., clerical, support staff)
__ Management (Le., directors)
_~/ Supervisory (Le., project managers)
:7 Technical (Le., field personnel)
Date__----,&.-L-+-----ll~--L.---f.----_
Thank you for taking the time to complete this survey.
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OCRM - Communication Survey
Please complete the following questions. The information in this survey will be
confidential.
1.) On a scale of 1 to 5 with 5 being the best, how would you rate communication
between OCRM's field offices and main office? (circle response)
1 2 @4 5
2.) On a scale of 1 to 5 with 5 being the best, how would you rate communication
between the various sections of OCRM?
1 2 4 5
3.) As a general rule, do you learn of actions, policies, etc.
/a.) in a timely fashion
__b.) sometimes after the fact
__c.) always after the fact
4.) Does a lack of communication
__a.) sometimes affect your job performance
_----,..;.IP.) significantly adversely affect your job performance
.7fr.) has no effect
•
5.) Would increased communicationlinteraction between the various sections and
offices
a.) be beneficial to your job performance
=:Lb.) have little effect on your job performance
__c.) greatly affect your job performance
6.) What method would you like to see used to disseminate information? (Le.,
newsletter, e-mail, meetings, etc.)?
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7.) Would a comprehensive in-house newsletter that incorporates news from each
section and office published weekly
a.) be beneficial to your job performance
=Zb.) have little effect on your job performance
__c.) greatly affect your job performance
8.) Would expanded e-mail usage
_7') be beneficial to your job performance
----lLb.) have little effect on your job performance
__c.) greatly affect your job performance
9.) Would some type meeting be beneficial to you?
~.) yes
_---=-V'_bb.) no
10.) If yes, what type meeting?
__a.) full staff meetings
__b.) section managers from various sections/offices meeting
11.) If yes, how often?
__a.) monthly
__b.) twice monthly
__c.) weekly
List the top 3-5 areas where you see problems with communication.
O~ ~.... b./.k Wee.? {WIf1i:7L t tJgsrepv "'To<" J
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Are there specific, recurring instances that need to be addressed?
From your experience, what suggestions would you make for improving
communication/interaction?
Please check the category which best describes your position.
__ Administrative (Le., clerical, support staff)
~anagement (Le., directors) .upervisory (Le., project managers)Technical (Le., field personnel)
Date----f:I-+-l---'III/-JJ-j--.:.~_1 _
I
Thank you for taking the time to complete this survey.
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OCRM - Communication Survey
Please complete the following questions. The information in this survey will be
confidential.
1.) On a scale of 1 to 5 with 5 being the best, how would you rate communication
between OCRM's field offices and main office? (circle response)
1 2 (V4 5
2.) On a scale of 1 to 5 with 5 being the best, how would you rate communication
between the various sections of OCRM?
1 2 CD 4 5
3.) As a general rule, do you learn of actions, policies, etc.
_~a.) in a timely fashion
v b.) sometimes after the fact
__c.) always after the fact
4.) Does a lack of communication
_~a.) sometimes affect your job performance
V?' Ji.) significantly adversely affect your job performance
_--.--;~ has no effect
5.) Would increased communication/interaction between the various sections and
offices
~) be beneficial to your job performance
__,b.) have little effect on your job performance
__c.) greatly affect your job performance
6.) What method would you like to see used to disseminate information? (i.e.,
newsletter, e-mail, meetings, etc.)?
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7.) Would a comprehensive in-house newsletter that incorporates news from each
section and office published weekly
__a.) be beneficial to your job performance
v-b.) have little effect on your job performance
__c.) greatly affect your job performance
8.) Would expanded e-mail usage
_-.,...-a.) be beneficial to your job performance
V" b.) have little effect on your job performance
__c.) greatly affect your job performance
9.) Would some type meeting be beneficial to you?
~a.) yes
__b.) no
10.) If yes, what type meeting?
a.) full staff meetings
Lb.) section managers from various sections/offices meeting
11.) If yes, how often?
~.J.) monthly
~b.) twice monthly
__c.) weekly
List the top 3-5 areas where you see problems with communication.
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Are there specific, recurring instances that need to be addressed?
From your experience, what suggestions would you make for improving
communicationlinteraction?
Please check the category which best describes your position.
__ Administrative (i.e., clerical, suppott staff)
__ Management (i.e., directors)
_...,.......,~~ervisory (i.e., project managers)
~Technical (i.e., field personnel)
Thank you for taking the time to complete this survey.
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OCRM - Communication Survey
Please complete the following questions. The information in this survey will be
confidential.
1.) On a scale of 1 to 5 with 5 being the best, how would you rate communication
between OCRM's field offices and main office? (circle response)
1 3 4 5
2.) On a scale of 1 to 5 with 5 being the best, how would you rate communication
between the various sections of OCRM?
2
"
3 4 5
3.) As a general rule, do you learn of actions, policies, etc.
__a.) in a timely fashion
./ b.) sometimes after the fact
__c.) always after the fact
4.) Does a lack of communication
__a.) sometimes affect your job performance
/ S.) significantly adversely affect your job performance
__d) has no effect
5.) Would increased communication/interaction between the various sections and
offices
J a.) be beneficial to your job performance
__,b.) have little effect on your job performance
__c.) greatly affect your job performance
6.) What method would you like to see used to disseminate information? (i.e.,
newsletter, e-mail, meetings, etc.)?
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7.) Would a comprehensive in-house newsletter that incorporates news from each
section and office published weekly
./ a.) be beneficial to your job performance
__b.) have little effect on your job performance
__c.) greatly affect your job performance
8.) Would expanded e-mail usage
_~a.) be beneficial to your job performance
\7" b.) have little effect on your job performance
__c.) greatly affect your job performance
9.) Would some type meeting be beneficial to you?
/ a.) yes
__b.) no
10.) If yes, what type meeting?
J a.) full staff meetings
__b.) section managers from various sections/offices meeting
11.) If yes, how often?
j a.) monthly
__,b.) twice monthly
__c.) weekly
List the top 3-5 areas where you see problems with communication.
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Are there specific, recurring instances that need to be addressed?
From your experience, what suggestions would you make for improving
communication/interaction?
Please check the category which best describes your position.
__ Administrative (Le., clerical, support staff)
__ Management (Le., directors)
----7'-' Supervisory (Le., project managers)
__L7_ Technical (Le., field personnel)
Date-----=~-~----------
Thank you for taking the time to complete this survey.
Digitized by South Carolina State Library
OCRM - Communication Survey
Please complete the following questions. The information in this survey will be
confidential.
1.) On a scale of 1 to 5 with 5 being the best, how would you rate communication
between OCRM's field offices and main office? (circle response)
2 3 4 5
2.) On a scale of 1 to 5 with 5 being the best, how would you rate communication
between the various sections of OCRM?
2 3 4 5
3.) As a general rule, do you learn of actions, policies, etc.
__a.) in a timely fashion
-+-b.) sometimes after the fact
__c.) always after the fact
4.) Does a lack of communication
_....,....-a.) sometimes affect your job performanceX e.) significantly adversely affect your job performance
_---:~) has no effect
5.) Would increased communication/interaction between the various sections and
offices
_......-a.) be beneficial to your job performanceX b.) have little effect on your job performance
__c.) greatly affect your job performance
6.) What method would you like to see used to disseminate information? (Le.,
newsletter, e-mail, meetings, etc.)?
V rv]d" ---
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7.) Would a comprehensive in-house newsletter that incorporates news from each
section and office published weekly
__a.) be beneficial to your job performance
+b.) have little effect on your job performance
__c.) greatly affect your job performance
8.) Would expanded e-mail usage
__a.) be beneficial to your job performance
__b.) have little effect on your job performance
+c.) greatly affect your job performance
9.) Would some type meeting be beneficial to you?
__a.) yes
-1-b.) no
10.) If yes, what type meeting?
__a.) full staff meetings
__b.) section managers from various sections/offices meeting
11.) If yes, how often? .
__a.) monthly
__b.) twice monthly
__c.) weekly
List the top 3-5 areas where you see problems with communication.
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Are there specific, recurring instances that need to be addressed?
From your experience, what suggestions would you make for improving
communication/interaction?
Please check the category which best describes your position.
__ Administrative (Le., clerical, support staff)
__ Management (Le., directors)
_~ Supervisory (Le., project managers)+ Technical (Le., field personnel)
Date~ _
Thank you for taking the time to complete this survey.
Digitized by South Carolina State Library
OCRM - Communication Survey
Please complete the following questions. The information in this survey will be
confidential.
1.) On a scale of 1 to 5 with 5 being the best, how would you rate communication
between OCRM's field offices and main office? (circle response)
1 2 @)4 5
2.) On a scale of 1 to 5 with 5 being the best, how would you rate communication
between the various sections of OCRM?
1 2 3 C9 5
3.) As a general rule, do you learn of actions, policies, etc.
__a.) in a timely fashion
/ b.) sometimes after the fact
__c.) always after the fact
4.) Does a lack of communication
va.) sometimes affect your job performance
__a.) significantly adversely affect your job performance
__b.) has no effect
5.) Would increased communication/interaction between the various sections and
offices
va.) be beneficial to your job performance
__,b.) have little effect on your job performance
__c.) greatly affect your job performance
6.) What method would you like to see used to disseminate information? (Le.,
newsletter, e-mail, meetings, etc.)?
E.. f'{\A\L ~, 1<c-TL:@.\€.D l~ CJ:\\.L~
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7.) Would a comprehensive in-house newsletter that incorporates news from each
section and office published weekly
__a.) be beneficial to your job performance
V b.) have little effect on your job performance
__c.) greatly affect your job performance
8.) Would expanded e-mail usage
v" a.) be beneficial to your job performance
__b.) have little effect on your job performance
__c.) greatly affect your job performance
9.) Would some type meeting be beneficial to you?
Y/a.) yes
__b.) no
10.) If yes, what type meeting?
____.a.) full staff meetings
7' b.) section managers from various sections/offices meeting
11.) If yes, how often?
~.) monthly
__,b.) twice monthly
__c.) weekly
List the top 3-5 areas where you see problems with communication.
CAll.:> ~\ l2.k\,u{4u; b'--- _
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Are there specific, recurring instances that need to be addressed?
From your experience, what suggestions would you make for improving
communication/interaction?
Please check the category which best describes your position.
__ Administrative (Le., clerical, support staff)
__ Management (Le., directors)
__ Supervisory (Le., project managers)
..-- Technical (Le., field personnel)
Date~ 'T l \C\.qlJ _
Thank you for taking the time to complete this survey.
Digitized by South Carolina State Library
OCRM - Communication Survey
Please complete the following questions. The information in this survey will be
confidential.
1.) On a scale of 1 to 5 with 5 being the best, how would you rate communication
between OCRM's field offices and main office? (circle response)
1 2 3 5
2.) On a scale of 1 to 5 with 5 being the best, how would you rate communication
between the various sections of OCRM?
1 2 30 5
3.) As a general rule, do you learn of actions, policies, etc.
~. in a timely fashion
__b.) sometimes after the fact
__c.) always after the fact
4.) Does a lack of communication
~) sometimes affect your job performance
__a.) significantly adversely affect your job performance
__b.) has no effect
5.) Would increased communication/interaction between the various sections and
offices
_----,~a.) be beneficial to your job performance
t:7 b.) have little effect on your job performance
__c.) greatly affect your job performance
6.) What method would you like to see used to disseminate information? (Le.,
newsletter, e-mail, meetings, etc.)?
e-fv''':\
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7.) Would a comprehensive in-house newsletter that incorporates news from each
section and office published weekly
_~a.) be beneficial to your job performance
V b.) have little effect on your job performance
__c.) greatly affect your job performance
8.) Would expanded e-mail usage
__.;:a.) be beneficial to your job performance
v·"/b.) have little effect on your job performance
__c.) greatly affect your job performance
9.) Would some type meeting be beneficial to you?
a.) yes
-V--"'-b.) no
10.) If yes, what type meeting?
_~a..) full staff meetings
V::-:b.) section managers from various sections/offices meeting
11.) If yes, how often?
v' a.) monthly
__b.) twice monthly
__c.) weekly
List the top 3-5 areas where you see problems with communication.
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Are there specific, recurring instances that need to be addressed?
From your experience, what suggestions would you make for improving
communication/interaction?
Be-t+er ((a..,..C'!-JQ,,,,d)(!I\) It-.twcoo ~e_Jr(ltl.5 ~bQJt ~ -lure.. Nqe dS
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Please check the category which best describes your position.
__ Administrative (Le., clerical, support staff)
__ Management (Le., directors)
_---::- Supervisory (Le., project managers)
V Technical (Le., field personnel)
Date--:....L-f-I(/.-.:.-15+---:-19_1-_"--
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Thank you for taking the time to complete this survey.
Digitized by South Carolina State Library
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OCRM - Communication Survey
Please complete the following questions. The information in this survey will be
confidential.
1.) On a scale of 1 to 5 with 5 being the best, how would you rate communication
between OCRM's field offices and main office? (circle response)
1 3 4 5
2.) On a scale of 1 to 5 with 5 being the best, how would you rate communication
between the various sections of OCRM?
1 3 4 5
3.) As a general rule, do you learn of actions, policies, etc.
__a.) in a timely fashion
__b.) sometimes after the fact
V c.) always after the fact
4.) Does a lack of communication
~a.) sometimes affect your job performance
__a.) significantly adversely affect your job performance
__b.) has no effect
5.) Would increased communication/interaction between the various sections and
offices
/ a.) be beneficial to your job performance
__b.) have little effect on your job performance
__c.) greatly affect your job performance
6.) What method would you like to see used to disseminate information? (Le.,
newsletter, e-mail, meetings, etc.)?
Changes in existing procedures should be given in a timely manner, not
after the fact. See that input from the field offices is given more attention
In regards to tlnal decislons affecting that field offices' area.
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7.) Would a comprehensive in-house newsletter that incorporates news from each
section and office published weekly
~a.) be beneficial to your job performance
---.L-b.) have little effect on your job performance
__c.) greatly affect your job performance
8.) Would expanded e-mail usage
_-r-a.) be beneficial to your job performance
7 b.) have little effect on your job performance
__c.) greatly affect your job performance
9.) Would some type meeting be beneficial to you?
10.) If yes, what type meeting?
_....,....-a.) full staff meetings
;; b.) section managers from various sections/offices meeting
11.) If yes, how often?
_-r--a.) monthly
\J b.) twice monthly
__c.) weekly
List the top 3-5 areas where you see problems with communication.
1. Lack of communication between Charleston and field offices on decisions
affecting that area. Sometimes decisions made in Charleston have adverse
effects on field offices. No input from field offices is considered before
decisions are made.
2 ieelin8~ tbat o~ly ~ few people are gjJlen the re~pop~ibi'ity to decide
what is to be done and by whom. When asked for help from Charleston, not done
in a LiiUE 1, dianne t •
3. Lack of updated equipment given to field offices to make them more
eqUl_pped to do thel.r J 06. F'l.eld offl.ces gl.ven last prl.orl.ty.
4. Equal considerations for field offices as given in Charleston. ,
5. Weekly staff meetings in field offices to discuss problems (if any) and
at least once a month meetings (with adequate notices) for input to resolve
these problems. Maybe even a suggestion box.
When there are meetings, no agenda is given.
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Are there specific, recurring instances that need to be addressed?
Lack of help in a timely manner from Charleston to the field offices.
More communication of the problems that the field offices are experiencing
From your experience, what suggestions would you make for improving
communication/interaction?
As stated on page 2
Please check the category which best describes your position.
x Administrative (Le., clerical, support staff)
__ Management (Le., directors)
__ Supervisory (Le., project managers)
__ Technical (Le., field personnel)
Date 11/6/97
Thank you for taking the time to complete this survey.
! •
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OCRM - Communication Survey
Please complete the following questions. The information in this survey will be
confidential.
1.) On a scale of 1 to 5 with 5 being the best, how would you rate communication
between OCRM's field offices and main office? (circle response)
1 2 4 5
2.) On a scale of 1 to 5 with 5 being the best, how would you rate communication
between the various sections of OCRM?
1 2 3~ 5
3.) As a general rule, do you learn of actions, policies, etc.
-/-
a.) in a timely fashion
_..:.....-b.) sometimes after the fact
__c.) always after the fact
4.) Doe~ lack of communication
_j~:a.) sometimes affect your job performance
__a.) significantly adversely affect your job performance
__b.) has no effect
5.) W7U increased communication/interaction between
offices
_~a.) be beneficial to your job performance
__b.) have little effect on your job performance
__c.) greatly affect your job performance
the various sections and
6.) What method would you like to see used to disseminate information? (Le.,
newsletter, e-mail, meetings, etc.)?
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7.) Would a comprehensive in-house newsletter that incorporates news from each
section a1 office published weekly
---l-a.) be beneficial to your job performance
__,b.) have little effect on your job performance
__c.) greatly affect your job performance
8.) Would expanded e-mail usage
__a.) be beneficial to your job performance
__b.) have little effect on your job performance
__c.) greatly affect your job performance
9.) Would some type meeting be beneficial to you?
~.a.) yes
=::Z=b.) no
10.) If yes, what type meeting?
__a.) full staff meetings
__b.) section managers from various sections/offices meeting
11.) If yes, how often? .
__a.) monthly
__b.) twice monthly
__c.) weekly
List the top 3-5 areas where you see problems with communication.
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Are there specific, recurring instances that need to be addressed?
From your experience, what suggestions would you make for improving
communication/interaction?
PI7se check the category which best describes your position.
__ Administrative (Le., clerical, support staff)
__ Management (Le., directors)
__ Supervisory (Le., project managers)
__ Technical (Le., field personnel)
Date _
Thank you for taking the time to complete this survey.
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OCRM - Communication Survey
Please complete the following questions. The information in this survey will be
confidential.
521
1.) On a scale of 1 to 5 with 5 being the best, how would you rate communication
between OCRM's field offices and main office? (circle response)
36)
2.) On a scale of 1 to 5 with 5 being the best, how would you rate communication
between the various sections of OCRM?
1 2 3 GJ 5
3.) As a general rule, do you learn of actions, policies, etc.·
a.) in a timely fashion
+b.) sometimes after the fact
__c.) always after the fact
4.) Does a lack of communication
__a.) sometimes affect your job performance
~) significantly adversely affect your job performance
~~ has no effect .
5.) Would increased communication/interaction between the various sections and
offices
~-=a.) be beneficial to your job performance
.?«1b.) have little effect on your job performance
__c.) greatly affect your job performance
to see used to disseminate information? (Le.,
Digitized by South Carolina State Library
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7.) Would a comprehensive in-house newsletter that incorporates news from each
section and office published weekly
X a.) be beneficial to your job performance
__b.) have little effect on your job performance
__c.) greatly affect your job performance
8.) Would expanded e-mail usage
--..-----::-a.) be beneficial to your job performance
X b.) have little effect on your job performance
__c.) greatly affect your job performance
9.) Would some type meeting be beneficial to you?
~.) yes
__b.) no
10.) If yes, what type nieeting?
a.) full staff meetings
~b.) section managers from various sections/offices meeting
11.) If yes, how often?
a.) monthly
Zb.) twice monthly
__c.) weekly
List the top 3-5 areas where you see problems w~h communication. ~ rife 6~~V
oc::,~ new5W(J(th €veY\t j"vdlll/11 natJ...er Fe ~Ph eCOYt'leJ J,ere
I<~ 1d)t\'t frof)\ tAt Yl ew5/uper q~J hDt t~~ of.f.u:::I·~!!oo:::.- _
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Are there specific, recurring instances that need to be addressed?
~ba"t
From your experience, what suggestions would you make for improving
communication/interaction?
Please check the category which best describes your position.
:=>< Administrative (Le., clerical, support staff)
__ Management (Le., directors)
__ Supervisory (Le., project managers)
__ Technical (Le., field personnel)
Thank you for taking the time to complete this survey.
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OCRM - Communication Survey
Please complete the following questions. The information in this survey will be
confidential.
1.) On a scale of 1 to 5 with 5 being the best, how would you rate communication
between OCRM's field offices and main office? (circle response)
51 2 (j) 4
2.) On a scale of 1 to 5 with 5 being the best, how would you rate communication
between the various sections of OCRM?
54310
3.) As a general rule, do you learn of actions, policies, etc.
__a.) in a timely fashion
)( b.) sometimes after the fact
__c.) always after the fact
4.) Does a lack of communication
'f: a.) sometimes affect your job performance
__a.) significantly adversely affect your job performance
__b.) has no effect
5.) Would increased communication/interaction between the various sections and
offices
'{.., a.) be beneficial to your job performance
__b.) have little effect on your job performance
__c.) greatly affect your job performance
6.) What method would you like to see used to disseminate information? (Le.,
newsletter, e-mail, meetings, etc.)?
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7.) Would a comprehensive in-house newsletter that incorporates news from each
section and office published weekly
+a.) be beneficial to your job performance
__b.) have little effect on your job performance
__c.) greatly affect your job performance
8.) Would expanded e-mail usage
i a.) be beneficial to your job performance
__b.) have little effect on your job performance
__c.) greatly affect your job performance
9.) Would some type meeting be beneficial to you?
La.) yes
__b.) no
10.) If yes, what type meeting?
i- a.) full staff meetings
f b.) section managers from various sections/offices meeting
i
11.) If yes, how often?
f a.) monthly
__b.) twice monthly
__c.) weekly
List the top 3-5 areas where you see problems with communication.
tAct=- or aJM,).,.(IINf'C-A7t,,-;,v ~~ s-~e:wj ov S~4?c- ;r~)?op'i!:r:
LA-c.t::- Z)j;:,. 4::;?'.!XAU!"[C~n{ F1Z.0A.{, r ...,~~~. CtlzPF ~/y 'Z>1).t:zn....//-( :4-
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Are there specific, recurring instances that need to be addressed?
From your experience, what suggestions would you make for improving
communication/interaction?
C./I2rz.tGrs 7'1J'?rr< (A.JG/(.( d) _C/(:O<I,,<~?:~?t'7 ch.;?-P~ :;C7.t!)<,1('/IP~JM..L.,
i!fi~sr tf1rI1£ /.,-- /Mp,Lf!-"!.l ev (JN~?I.,,\ 7'?t?rr:~y /./a'7> 7n
Please check the category which best describes your position.
';/: Administrative (Le., clerical, support staff)
__ Management (Le., directors)
__ Supervisory (Le., project managers)
__ Technical (Le., field personnel)
Date ~-,'(!,--/_3'--I-!c:--:.7_'_<""_i _
7 I
Thank you for taking the time to complete this survey.
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OCRM - Communication Survey
Please complete the following questions. The information in this survey will be
confidential.
1.) On a scale of 1 to 5 with 5 being the best, how would you rate communication
between OCRM's field offices and main office? (circle response)
1 3 4 5
.2.) On a scale of 1 to 5 with 5 being the best, how would you rate communication
between the various sections of OCRM?
1 3 4 5
3.) As a general rule, do you learn of actions, policies, etc.
__a.) in a timely fashion
,/ b.) sometimes after the fact
__c.) always after the fact
4.) Does a lack of communication
,/ a.) sometimes affect your job performance
__a.) significantly adversely affect your job performance
__b.) has no effect
5.) Would increased communication/interaction between the various sections and
offices
/
/ a.) be beneficial to your job performance
__b.) have little effect on your job performance
__c.) greatly affect your job performance
6.) What method would you like to see used to disseminate information? (Le.,
newsletter, e-mail, meetings, etc.)?
e.-M~;I ~i).r ur'$",T Th'ileJ> pl\J 1YI~'<..rj":J..(s"t"'iff) f'y; 1't25 IJ(J,?-",T
T\";"~;liH'l. frr; ')'5<.10; c;£ \",'hq,$ rs, frk:,cg,m( I !( 'tc I
to' Nt""''> k 1r~(" vi'" (Y\ 6.,1" 'W1 t''''\o\~,,,",i ;,,'" (VI""" Io'l.. M .. f"~ V:ffi!.<"\'J T", 'l'\"~ 5T"",«" \'"\, ....,
m({<t \ ,0'\':)1> .
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7.) Would a comprehensive in-house newsletter that incorporates news from each
section and office published weekly
J a.) be beneficial to your job performance
__b.) have little effect on your job performance
__c.) greatly affect your job performance
8.) Would expanded e-mail usage
J a.) be beneficial to your job performance
__b.) have little effect on your job performance
__c.) greatly affect your job performance
9.) Would some type meeting be beneficial to you?
J a.) yes
__,b.) no
10.) If yes, what type meeting?
./ a.) full staff meetings
__b.) section managers from various sections/offices meeting
11.) If yes, how often?
J a.) monthly
__b.) twice monthly
__c.) weekly
List the top 3-5 areas where you see problems with communication.
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Are there specific, recurring instances that need to be addressed?
From your experience, what suggestions would you make for improving
communication/interaction?
Please check the category which best describes your position.
/" Administrative (Le., clerical, support staff)
__ Management (Le., directors)
__ Supervisory (Le., project managers)
__ Technical (Le., field personnel)
Date 11- (O~ '17
Thank you for taking the time to complete this survey.
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OCRM - Communication Survey
Please complete the following questions. The information in this survey will be
confidential.
1.) On a scale of 1 to 5 with 5 being the best, how would you rate communication
between OCRM's field offices and main office? (circle response)
1 ~3 4 5
2.) On a scale of 1 to 5 with 5 being the best, how would you rate communication
between the various sections of OCRM?
1 2 V 4 5
3.) As a general rule, do you learn of actions, policies, etc.
a.) in a timely fashion
Lb.) sometimes after the fact
__c.) always after the fact
4.) Does a lack of communication
_~a.) sometimes affect your job performance
/ ".) significantly adversely affect your job performance
__6...) has no effect
5.) Would increased communication/interaction between the various sections and
offices
__a.) be beneficial to your job performance
__b.) have little effect on your job performance
./ c.) greatly affect your job performance
used to disseminate information? (Le.,
J
~ ETI JY ES - ME€:n 1065.
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7.) Would a comprehensive in-house newsletter that incorporates news from each
section and office published weekly
/ a.) be beneficial to your job performance
__b.) have little effect on your job performance
__c.) greatly affect your job performance
8.) Would expanded e-mail usage
/' a.) be beneficial to your job performance
__b.) have little effect on your job performance
__c.) greatly affect your job performance
9.) Would some type meeting be beneficial to you?
~a.) yes ~~ - LUhe-n ~~~~
b.) no G..fJfcl- cJ.)~U5.if, dC4f+--O-ci:vy
If yes, what type meeting? .
~ a.) full staff meetings
Lb.) section managers from various sections/offices meeting
11.) If yes, how often?
/ a.) monthly
__b.) twice monthly
__c.) weekly
List the top 3-5 areas where you see problems with communication.
J!5ee ~~,~su~~.
~::f l~'tr%:c~~~'6UD~.
- Y\o+ hun:) o.-b in ~ 9JWg-h~
~~ =to d~ ·--jcy,L .
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Are there specific, recurring instances that need to be addressed?
From your experience, what suggestions would you make for improving
communication/interaction?
Plearheck the category which best describes your position.
---=./_ Aldministrative (i.e., clerical, support staff)
__ Management (i.e., directors)
__ Supervisory (i.e., project managers)
__ Technical (i.e., field personnel)
Date / / /1...2/9 /)
I 1
Thank you for taking the time to complete this survey.
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OCRM - Communication Survey
Please complete the following questions. The information in this survey will be
confidential.
1.) On a scale of 1 to 5 with 5 being the best, how would you rate communication
between OCRM's field offices and main office? (circle response)
1 (D3 4 5
2.) On a scale of 1 to 5 with 5 being the best, how would you rate communication
between the various sections of OCRM?
1 2 ~ 4 5
3.) As a general rule, do you learn of actions, policies, etc.
__a.) in a timely fashion
X b.) sometimes after the fact
__c.) always after the fact
4.) Does a lack of communication
__...;a.) sometimes affect your job performance
_---=Ok.) significantly adversely affect your job performance
X 6..) has no effect
5.) Would increased communication/interaction between the various sections and
offices
X a.) be beneficial to your job performance
__,b.) have little effect on your job performance
__c.) greatly affect your job performance
6.) What method would you like to see used to disseminate information? (Le.,
newsletter, e-mail, meetings, etc.)?
~Jr\tAflj~
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7.) Would a comprehensive in-house newsletter that incorporates news from each
section and office published weekly
__a.) be beneficial to your job performance
X; b.) have little effect on your job performance
( c.) greatly affect your job performance
8.) Would expanded e-mail usage
__a.) be beneficial to your job performance
---.,~>\_b.) have little effect on your job performance
__c.) greatly affect your job performance
9.) Would some type meeting be beneficial to you?
~a.) yes
__b.) no
10.) If yes, what type meeting?
.x a.) full staff meetings
j
__b.) section managers from various sections/offices meeting
11.) If yes, how often?
1a.) monthly
__b.) twice monthly
__c.) weekly
List the top 3-5 areas where you see problems with communication.
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Are there specific, recurring instances that need to be addressed?
--------------I:-I1b--1~{CA -<
From your experience, what suggestions would you make for improving
communication/interaction?
Please check the category which best describes your position.
X Administrative (Le., clerical, support staff)
__ Management (Le., directors)
__ Supervisory (Le., project managers)
__ Technical (Le., field personnel)
Date /Vb-Cf7
Thank you for taking the time to complete this survey.
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OCRM - Communication Survey
Please complete the following questions. The information in this survey will be
confidential.
1.) On a scale of 1 to 5 with 5 being the best, how would you rate communication
between OCRM's field offices and main office? (circle response)
1 3 4 5
2.) On a scale of 1 to 5 with 5 being the best, how would you rate communication
between the various sections of OCRM?
1 03 4 5
3.) As a general rule, do you learn of actions, policies, etc.
__a.) in a timely fashion
V7 b.) sometimes after the fact
__c.) always after the fact
4.) Does a lack of communication
~ a.) sometimes affect your job performance
__a.) significantly adversely affect your job performance
__b.) has no effect
5.) Would increased communication/interaction between the various sections and
offices
............--a.) be beneficial to your job performance
__b.) have little effect on your job performance
__c.) greatly affect your job performance
6.) What method would you like to see used to disseminate information? (Le.,
newsletter, e-mail, meetings, etc.)?
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7.) Would a comprehensive in-house newsletter that incorporates news from each
section and office published weekly
~ a.) be beneficial to your job performance
__b.) have little effect on your job performance
__c.) greatly affect your job performance
8.) Would expanded e-mail usage
__a.) be beneficial to your job performance
...,./ b.) have little effect on your job performance
__c.) greatly affect your job performance
9.) Would some type meeting be beneficial to you?
---a.) yes
__b.) no
10.) If yes, what type meeting?
..,/ a.) full staff meetings
__b.) section managers from various sections/offices meeting
11.) If yes, how often?
__a.) monthly
__,b.) twice monthly
__c.) weekly
.........- c) £I,)ey'~ o~V" ~o 1'1.-l-L,
List the top 3-5 areas where you see problems with communication.
"Trt1-evt>ff,·c:.e.. ant K'natd 'L1j I'Jl.,,:J.;s edt",~ an ,on 5~cf,'a.u. uJe..
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Are there specifi~, recurring instances that need to be addressed?SLcl:"O'Y\. ~"'~ lc.lt-A :
ft~pJ!'ca+;Dc1S from +:b e CQ(#l SlJm~±"rnl"$ 6C± Iw- ;-n
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From your experience, what suggestions would you make for improving
communication/interaction?
(.JLt /4 fit,,) V'l.L~SI f'l"ates-S.e.s lire., 1M ,.okme41HIJ '6,1t-ryIfl42
l1 etJs +0 he.. ~l.<J4I'"e. a£ +b.em - AI¥" ee~L{r'r"e.f'tI.e,,+~ etc·
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~inistrative (Le., clerical, support staff)
__ Management (Le., directors)
__ Supervisory (Le., project managers)
__ Technical (Le., field personnel)
Date 11- t; -97
Thank you for taking the time to complete this survey.
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OCRM - Communication Survey
Please complete the following questions. The information in this survey will be
confidential.
1.) On a scale of 1 to 5 with 5 being the best, how would you rate communication
between OCRM's field offices and main office? (circle response)
541 2(3)
2.) On a scale of 1 to 5 with 5 being the best, how would you rate communication
between the various sections of OCRM?
1 2
€J4 5
3.) As a general rule, do you learn of actions, policies, etc.
-La.) in a timely fashion
-L-bo) sometimes after the fact
__c.) always after the fact
4.) Does a lack of communication
~.) sometimes affect your job performance
__a..) significantly adversely affect your job performance
__,b.) has no effect
50) Would increased communication/interaction between the various sections and
offices
~.) be beneficial to your job performance
__b.) have little effect on your job performance
__co) greatly affect your job performance
6.) What method would you like to see used to disseminate information? (i.e.,
newsletter, e-mail, meetings, etc.)?
£'-!l2;;) ~ /NfI.'a..tA1k ~A~
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7.) Would a comprehensive in-house newsletter that incorporates news from each
section and office published weekly
~) be beneficial to your job performance
__,b.) have little effect on your job performance
__c.) greatly affect your job performance
8.) Would expanded e-mail usage
~) be beneficial to your job performance
__b.) have little effect on your job performance
__c.) greatly affect your job performance
9.) Would some type meeting be beneficial to you?
~.) yes
__b.) no
10.) If yes, what type meeting?
-+a.) full staff meetings
-tf--b.) section managers from various sections/offices meeting
11.) If yes, how often? '
~.) monthly
__b.) twice monthly
__c.) weekly
List the top 3-5 areas where you see problems with communication.
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(
Are there specific, recurring instances that need to be addressed?
~II/
From your experience, what suggestions would you make for improving
communication/interaction?
Please~the category which best describes your position.
_/__ AAndmmiinnij!strative (Le., clerical, support staff)
__ Management (Le., directors)
__ Supervisory (Le., project managers)
__ Technical (Le., field personnel)
Date_-+--I-_--L__--'~ _
Thank you for taking the time to complete this survey.
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OCRM - Communication Survey
Please complete the following questions. The information in this survey will be
confidential.
1.) On a scale of 1 to 5 with 5 being the best, how would you rate communication
between OCRM's field offices and main office? (circle response)
1 2 3 G) 5
21
2.) On a scale of 1 to 5 with 5 being the best, how would you rate communication
between the various sections of OCRM?
3 G) 5
3.) As a general rule, do you learn of actions, policies, etc.
La.) in a timely fashion
__b.) sometimes after the fact
__c.) always after the fact
4.) Does a lack of communication
1a.) sometimes affect your job performance
__a..) significantly adversely affect your job performance
__b.) has no effect
5.) Would increased communication/interaction between the various sections and
offices
xl a.) be beneficial to your job performance
__b.) have little effect on your job performance
__c.) greatly affect your job performance
6.) What method would you like to see used to disseminate information? (i.e.,
newsletter, e-mail, meetings, etc.)?
e~Yf'Q 'l \ • h e..U-?S\ e:tte[S,
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7.) Would a comprehensive in-house newsletter that incorporates news from each
section and office published weekly
-->:1-a.) be beneficial to your job performance
__b.) have little effect on your job performance
__c.) greatly affect your job performance
80) Would expanded e-mail usage
» ao) be beneficial to your job performance
__bo) have little effect on your job performance
__co) greatly affect your job performance
9.) Would some type meeting be beneficial to you?
__a.) yes
,x) b.) no
10.) If yes, what type meeting?
__a.) full staff meetings
__b.) section managers from various sections/offices meeting
11.) If yes, how often?
__a.) monthly
__b.) twice monthly
__c.) weekly
List the top 3-5 areas where you see problems with communication.
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Are there specific, recurring instances that need to be addressed?
From your experience, what suggestions would you make for improving
communication/interaction?
Please check the category which best describes your position.
» Administrative (Le., clerical, support staff)
__ Management (Le., directors)
__ Supervisory (Le., project managers)
__ Technical (Le., field personnel)
Date I' -5 ...- q "
Thank you for taking the time to complete this survey.
Digitized by South Carolina State Library
OCRM - Communication Survey
Please complete the following questions. The information in this survey will be
confidential.
1.) On a scale of 1 to 5 with 5 being the best, how would you rate communication
between OCRM's field offices and main office? (circle response)
1 2 4 5
2.) On a scale of 1 to 5 with 5 being the best, how would you rate communication
between the various sections of OCRM?
1 2 3 5
3.) As a general rule, do you learn of actions, policies, etc.
_--.."".:>a.) in a timely fashion
~b.) sometimes after the fact
__c.) always after the fact
4.) Does a lack of communication
~) sometimes affect your job performance
__a.) significantly adversely affect your job performance
__b.) has no effect
5.) Would increased communication/interaction between the various sections and
offices
~.) be beneficial to your job performance
__b.) have little effect on your job performance
__c.) greatly affect your job performance
6.) What method would you like to see used to disseminate information? (Le.,
newsletter, e-mail, meetings, etc.)?
e... - rn A-; I Cl- f\ e..l.U os \ -e_d+....I.e~r-_s"'-- _
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7.) Would a comprehensive in-house newsletter that incorporates news from each
section and office pUblished weekly
v-;).' be beneficial to your job performance
__b.) have little effect on your job performance
__c.) greatly affect your job performance .
8.) Would expanded e-mail usage
~a.) be beneficial to your job performance
__b.) have little effect on your job performance
__c.) greatly affect your job performance
9.) Would some type meeting be beneficial to you?
_-.a.) yes
~b.) no
10.) If yes, what type meeting?
__,a.) full staff meetings
__b.) section managers from various sections/offices meeting
11.) If yes, how often?
__a.) monthly
__b.) twice monthly
__c.) weekly
List the top 3-5 areas where you see problems with communication.
J \
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Are there specific, recurring instances that need to be addressed?
From your experience, what suggestions would you make for improving
communication/interaction?
&1>...l...D...n u..) (I~ Q to t'PH \".-d~-±.v..().,:=frJ AA.. =='-cD <
Please check the category which best describes your position.
~ministrative (Le., clerical, support staff)
__ Management (i.e., directors)
__ Supervisory (i.e., project managers)
__ Technical (i.e., field personnel)
Date II - ro - 9 'l
Thank you for taking the time to complete this survey.
Digitized by South Carolina State Library
Agenda
OCRM Staff Meeting
(insert date/time)
I. Welcome
II. Office Updates (5 minute limit)
A. Charleston Office
B. Beaufort Office
C. Myrtle Beach Office
D. Columbia Office
III. Department Updates (5 minute limit)
A. Planning Department
B. Permitting Department
C. Legal Department
D. Charleston Harbor Project
IV. Questions? Comments?
V. Meeting Evaluation
VI. Next Meeting DatefTime
What do YOU know that other people need or would ~ant to
know?
Digitized by South Carolina State Library
In-House Newsletter Format
What's Harmening at GeRM?
Week of _
What do YOU know that other people need or would want to know?
News from Charleston!
What's new in Beaufort?
What's new from Myrtle Beach?
What's Happening in Columbia?
From the Permitting Section ...
From the Planning Section ...
From the Legal Section ...
From Charleston Harbor Project. ..
(th,ere's more!)
Digitized by South Carolina State Library
Upcoming Meetings, Public Hearings, Traveling?
Events
page 2
(insert date)
Administrative Update
Birthdays
Family News
Other. ....
Make a Note!
Housekeeping Stuff!
,the end .
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OCRM Communication Survey
Six Month Follow-up
December, 1998
In order to evaluate the effectiveness of the implementation of newsletters, staff
meetings, and expanded e-mail usage to improve office communication, please
complete the following survey.
1.) On a scale of 1 to 5 with 5 being the best, how would you rate communication
between OCRM's field offices and main office? (circle response)
1 2 3 4 5
2.) On a scale of 1 to 5 with 5 being the best, how would you rate communication
between the various sections of OCRM? (circle response)
1 2 3 4 5
3.) How effective in disseminating information would you rate the in-house office
newsletter over the past 6 months?
__a.) very effective
__b.) somewhat effective
__c.) no noticeable impact
4.) How effective would you rate the monthly staff meetings in disseminating
information over the past 6 months?
__a.) very effective
__b.) somewhat effective
__c.) no noticeable impact
5.) How effective would you rate expanded e-mail usage in disseminating information
over the past 6 months?
__8.) very effective
__b.) somewhat effective
__c.) no noticeable impact
6.) If improvements to the newsletter are needed, what would you suggest?
Digitized by South Carolina State Library
OCRM Communication Survey
Six Month Implementation Follow-up - Page 2
December, 1998
7.) If improvements are needed for the monthly staff meetings, what would you
suggest?
8.) If improvements are needed for the way e-mail is handled, what would you suggest?
9.) Are there recurring communication problems that have not been addressed? What
are they?
10.) What would you suggest to resolve the issues in question 9?
11.) Have you noticed any improvement in our customer service?
__Yes
__No
Any other comments or observations???
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OCRM Communication Survey
One Year Implementation Follow-up
(July, 1999)
In order to evaluate the effectiveness of the implementation of newsletters, staff
meetings, and expanded e-mail usage to improve office communication, please
complete the following survey.
NOTE: This survey will be created after reviewing the
comments from the six month survey and
implementation of any changes as a result of that
survey.
